
The Archeology of Memory 
Archeology |ˌärkēˈäləjē| 
noun 
the reconstruction of human behaviour, history, social patterns, and cultural features 
through the excavation of sites and the analysis of artifacts and other physical remains. !
3 YEARS OLD 
 My brother was trains and popcorn - that is the first thing I know. Popcorn and 
trains, objects I can touch and feel as they are passed from hand to hand on their way to 
the place of honour on the Christmas tree. A train car with red trim and red wheels that 
have forgotten how to turn. Stale popcorn connected by yellowing string with red yarn 
tassels and the needle still attached at one end. Hold them with both hands, like when you 
feed the horses. Careful - don’t drop them! These are the most important ornaments in the 
box.  
 Christmases with my brother are full of special things. The black box fills the room 
with Raffi’s voice singing my brother’s favourite song: old toy trains, little toy tracks, little 
toy drums, coming from a sack, carried by a man, dressed in white and red, little one - 
don’t you think it’s time you were in bed. My brother was the kind and warm of Raffi’s 
voice, making me feel safe as I fall asleep at night, humming close your eyes, listen to the 
skies, all is calm, all is well, soon you’ll hear Kris Kringle and the jingle bells…bringing old 
toy trains, little toy tracks - it is the song I learn to cry to.  !
5 YEARS OLD  
 The second thing I know about my brother is that he is dead. I learn the words ‘car 
crash’ and ‘seatbelt’ alongside ‘doggy’ and ‘ball’. I know that in my family drawings I have 
to add an extra cloud in the sky with a huge smiley face always looking down on me. I’ve 
had to explain countless times to well-intentioned teachers that no, the cloud isn’t a 
misshapen sun - that they had asked me to draw a family portrait and this is where my 
brother has lived since before I was born. I know that this is how he protects me. My big 
brother, my guardian.  
 I know that my brother is different than my other siblings, that he won’t come home 
for holidays or the summer, that he won’t bring me gifts or let me ride on his shoulders. 
This brother lives in the words whispered in my mother’s muted voice on my birthday: he 
loves you very very much.  !
10 YEARS OLD 
 There is one girl in my class who I don’t talk to anymore. I am a mild-mannered 
child, at least that’s what my teachers call me behind my back. I’m passive and people-
pleasing and it surprises them because I follow the rules and I suppose that’s not a normal 
thing for a child to do at school. I don’t know if I’m those things yet, I’m sure I’ll know 
more when I get to high school, but right now all I do know is that whenever that girl 
opens her mouth it makes me want to stick my fingers in my ears and hum as loud as I can 
until she stops talking. Every word she says feels like fingernails on the chalkboard of my 
heart, because with every word she always says the same thing: You didn’t lose him. You 
never had a brother.  



 I know why she does it. It’s a competition we all play at school right now. It’s the 
competition of who has suffered more. None of us know real pain or loss yet, so we play 
with the chips we stole from our relatives: my mother lost her sister, my sister lost her 
boyfriend, my grandfather lost his past.  
 The other day I tried to play my own chip. The one I keep tucked close to my heart. 
The one with trains and their tracks carved into both sides. I felt like I was cheating when I 
played it. After all, he died before I was born. She says I was cheating too.  
 I know I never lost him. I know that. But it doesn’t stop me from missing him every 
single day.  !
13 YEARS OLD 
 The third thing I know about my brother is that he made a mistake. I’m starting to 
get into cars driven by people who aren’t my parents as friends older siblings age into 
licenses and driving tests and parents, exhausted from years of driving from music lesson 
to sport game finally wise up to the concept of teamwork. So now I sit in other cars driven 
by other people. Now I watch as big brothers and big sisters drive us around. Now I’m the 
girl who reminds everyone to put their seatbelt on the second the engine starts. Because 
he didn’t.  
 When I walk home from school I always stop under this one tree that overhangs a 
little bridge across an even smaller creek. There is one branch that hangs almost straight 
down, and it’s leaves have spiralled into a circle, a circle that’s just big enough for my 
head. I slip my way into this haven every day and just breath for a minute, let a few tears 
fall, remind myself that it won’t follow me home: the mean words, the laughter that cuts 
like a blade. Every morning I pass that same tree, but instead of letting go I pick something 
up. I pick up my brother. I’ve painted him in my mind now, and I ask him every day to 
come with me to school. To not make me go alone. He always comes, but only in my 
mind. It’s the only way he can travel now.  
 There is one thought I never allow myself to think. That if he hadn’t made that 
mistake, if he hadn’t been stupid or careless or something even worse that he would of 
actually been here. That it would of actually made a difference. The cloud in the sky 
protecting me is too far away to shade me from their cruelty now.  
 But I don’t think that thought. I never think that thought. Instead, he remains: my 
brother who protects me who didn’t protect himself.  !
16 YEARS OLD 
 My sister and I are sitting side by side on the train, the rolling hills and sunflower 
fields of Southern France blurring past the windows. We talk like two strangers meeting for 
the first time, asking questions and getting to know one another as if we are long-lost 
family. It is the first time that we speak as grown-ups, and it is the first time she tells me 
about the brother she lost and the one I’ll never meet.  
 She tells me how the divorce affected him more than her, how when she went with 
our mom and he stayed with his dad things went downhill. She talks about her father with 
contempt. I understand the tone in her voice - the times I met him when I was younger he 
always made me feel uncomfortable. His permanently sunburned face smiling too wide 
topped with the ever-present pointy cowboy hat. His accent that sounds like he is slurring 
his words and the majority of the time when he really is slurring them.  



 She tells me how her and my mom moved out after the divorce, the two redhead 
girls going on an adventure to find their way in life. How our mom met two elderly French 
ladies in Palm Beach who took her under their wing. They told her that if she wanted to get 
respect and success in this world then she needed to dress for it, and with a flick of their 
majestic Parisian fingers they transformed her into a modern-day princess in second-hand 
Chanel suits and neatly styled hair. She tells me of the time our mom came home early 
from work to find my sister watching TV after school, and in fear that TV would take over 
and dull her eight-year-old mind our courageous mother tore the living room apart, 
ripping wires from the walls until there was no TV left. 
 She tells me of a regret she knows rests heavily on our mother’s heart - that Bobby 
was left behind with the dead-beat dad and the cruel step-mother in nowhere Alabama 
while our sister, his and mine, got a new life with our mother and loving step-father and 
the fresh breeze of Canada. I think of my favourite childhood movie The Parent Trap, and 
laugh without humour at the unfairness of it all: Haley and Annie were split up too, one 
parent took each, but one got London and the other California. Bobby got the short end of 
the stick - his dad. Lost in thought for a moment I wonder how our lives would have been 
different, Bobby’s, my sister’s, my mothers, my own, if we had a Hollywood writer working 
on our script.  
 “It’s the biggest regret of her life” she says softly, calling me back to the present. 
Both of us see our mother’s beautiful face for a moment, fashioned from pain and sorrow 
but beaming love and joy - and for the first time I notice the shadows that rest in the 
corners of her eyes, tears that never dried, sorrow deepened by regret.  
 I hold on tightly to the image of my mother in my mind, reeling with the knowledge 
that I never saw the shadows until now. Such a familiar face suddenly so foreign. My 
sister’s words come to me as if down a long tunnel now, all converging on each other like 
a ten-car pile-up: “rebellious, stupid, friends, teenage delinquent”, the last one pounding 
over and over in my head, cracking, splintering, smashing the revered image of my brother 
and leaving in it’s wake a new definition of those seven letters: brother |ˈbrəT͟Hər| the 
teenage delinquent.  
 My sister the lawyer - I don’t stop to question whether her version is true, I accept it 
as fact.  !
17 YEARS OLD 
 There is one word that is revered in our house, and it’s not God. One word that is 
said with more respect and hushed solemnity than any other; guaranteed to quiet 
conversation and command attention. It had five letters and two syllables and on January 
4th and April 27th it always made my mother cry. B.O.B.B.Y., the word I learned to spell 
before my own name.  
 I overhear my mother and sister talking about him one evening - they think I’m 
asleep. My sister is now almost the age my mom was when she got the phone call. She 
wonders how my mother handled the pain, how she survived to be the woman we know 
today. They talk of losing Justin Robert and it takes me a long while before I realize they 
are speaking of my Bobby, the one I’ve known since I was a child. Bobby, the word that 
was akin to magic as I grew up, the unseen brother made all the more perfect for his 
absence. I absorb the idea that he had another name I never knew of. Justin, it feels 



strange on my tongue, the letters tumbling across it in new ways I am unaccustomed to. I 
wonder who he was.  !
18 YEARS OLD  
 The printer begins its succession of dramatic noises. I watch as each piece of the 
picture appears. The paper jerks back and forth as line by line is inked. His name, the full 
one. His birthday. The day he died. All there in black and white, yellowed like the popcorn 
string. His face begins to take shape beneath the mechanical brushes and as I see his 
laughing eyes look out at me, the eyes that match my own with fifteen years worth of 
wisdom tucked into the iris that I’ve never seen before. His face completely unknown and 
yet completely familiar. I know him. He is a part of me. His smile is crooked, I didn’t know 
it would look like that. He looks like our mom, I don’t know why that surprises me. I hold 
the picture carefully, palms together - like when you feed the horses. Careful! Don’t let it 
go. The names, the places, the people, it’s almost all I know. The black and white words 
with newspaper ink - proof of life and death. He looks too young too die. !
19 YEARS OLD 
 It is a Saturday afternoon when I find the letter. I sit cross-legged in my room with a 
box in front of me filled to overflowing with every scrap of paper and fabric, every note 
and dried flower from my sister’s wedding. I smile as I gather them all into piles, sorting 
and planning the scrapbook to outdo all previous attempts. I almost miss the scrap of 
paper that flutters from between the folders onto the floor below. It is orange-lined, 
unassuming, ripped from a notepad it appears. Curious I set down my load and pick it up. 
Mom, it reads 
I know you are worried about Ollivia coming down to visit. I don’t want you to be upset, I 
will take care of her and she will be wrapped in comfort and love. 
 There is more but the words swim in front of me as my brain struggles to catch up 
to the reality my heart has already understood. I re-read the words, printed in a neat and 
well-spaced hand. Mom, it says - I wonder for a moment if this note is mine. The lines are 
poetic, warm - beautiful. I want to meet the person who wrote like this. Mom, I come back 
to that word again - wonder for a moment if my sister, the Ollivia mentioned, could be 
talking about herself in third person. I wrestle with reality and possibility, disbelief and 
incredible discovery. I am the archeologist discovering King Tut’s tomb, I am Bell staring at 
the first lightbulb, I am Robert Ballard seeing the wreck of the Titanic for the first time. I am 
holding in my hands a piece of paper he once held, my fingers tracing markings his hands 
once made. The tears I learned to cry listening to Old Toy Trains fill my eyes once again as 
my thumb rubs the empty bottom half of the piece of paper. An unsigned note. Courtroom 
drama episodes have hung in the balance over an unsigned note. Yet this one speaks of a 
tragedy that cannot be captured in 40-minute dialogue, a true story to rival those on the 
screen. The note is unsigned because the boy who wrote these words never had the 
chance to finish them. The stuff of Tolstoy - the note undone because the author perished 
before completing it. Undefined anger takes hold as I stare at the blank space where his 
name should be, wishing all at once with my whole heart that I could see his signature, 
know his name the way he knew it.  
 Days later I still return to the paper, unwilling to share it with the rest of the world, 
or even my little family just yet. My eyes explore each letter, each press of the pencil and I 



read his words again: she will be wrapped in comfort and love. The shock has worn off 
and now I feel my heart pull for this boy I have discovered on my own. This piece of my 
brother that is all mine. His words speak to me instead of through someone else. I strain 
my ears but fail to catch an echo of his voice. Comfort and love, my brother is trains and 
popcorn and comfort and love. Who must the fifteen-year-old teenage boy have been? To 
write such words. Poetry to me. Evidence of things unseen.  !
21 YEARS OLD 
 I’m sitting on a couch so old all I can feel are its springs, in a house with dust that 
settled before I was born, watching over a wonderful woman falling asleep by the fireplace 
who just received her birthday card from the Queen celebrating her one hundredth 
birthday. The house smells of death. It’s not a decay, just an acknowledgement that life 
emptied out of this house years ago and now all that’s left is waiting.  
 I talk with her niece sitting in the other chair by the fair, hair long-ago greyed itself 
but still a child who loves her aunt, a woman who celebrates her past. We talk about him. 
He’s never far from my mind. She is surprised how little i know, and before I know it she 
has absconded with my computer and is pulling up the one thing I never thought I’d find: 
the accident report.  
 It’s everything I’ve always wanted to see, to know. What really happened. What 
story is true. What Justin or Bobby is real. I don’t want to read it now but the decision is 
not in my hands as the niece starts reading aloud, carried away by her love of heritage and 
history, unaware that she is tearing down the foundations of my own.  
 I know everything now. How he died. Who died with him. It wasn’t a teenage 
delinquent drugged up on rebellion and danger. It wasn’t a hero who made a mistake. It 
was a corner. It was another car. It was rain and a slippery road.  
 I’m surprised at how much pain I feel. But then again, I’ve never seen it before. I’ve 
seen him, I’ve seen how he lived, how he was remembered, how I remembered him. I’ve 
never seen him die. Now I cannot stop seeing it. Now it will not leave my mind. He is 
more real than ever now. He is more lost to be than he’s ever been.  !
23 YEARS OLD 
 The fourth thing I know about my brother is that I will only ever know my brother. 
Not my sister’s brother. Not my mother’s son. He is no hero, nor is he a villain. He is not 
the angel my mother lost, nor is he the darkness my sister left behind. He is just himself, 
untold for he never got to finish his sentence, sign his name, leave his mark behind.  
 Fifteen years is not enough time. I’m eight years older now than he will ever be. I 
remember that every year on my birthday. I remind myself. Maybe it’s a self-flagellating 
impulse, like how those in pain berate themselves with stories of people in more pain; 
maybe it’s a guilt-trip to be grateful for every day; but I think it’s much simpler than that. I 
think it’s my way of saying Hi, remember me? I’m your little sister. Because that’s who he is 
to me. Not a delinquent or an angel. Just my big brother. Brother |ˈbrəT͟Hər| protector, 
reminder, friend.  
 My sister has spent the last few years spilling all our family’s secrets. She takes a 
visceral joy in repainting the walls of my inherited memories. When I told her about the 
accident report and how now I knew the truth she smiled but it had a twist. She told me if 



I wanted she could tell me the truth, she told me how an uncle had known the police 
chief, how it was a small town, reports get written a certain way for a certain reason—.  
 I told her to stop. I told her no. I didn’t want to know. No more. I’m done digging, 
reconstructing. No more. I’ll never know the half of it she says. I know. And which half 
would that even be. I’d rather he stayed where he is now. I’ve written my own history. My 
own Bobby. I’ll never know it all she says. That’s ok I answer. I know five things about my 
brother.  
 The fifth thing I know about my brother is that he is my brother. It’s all I never 
needed to know. 


